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Monetary Policy Analysis and Forecasting
Learn about the macroeconomic motivation of the quarterly projection model (QPM), its key properties,
model calibration, data filtration, and how to implement the QPM in MATLAB software in order to learn
and understand practical model building and model operation as it is usually done in central banks.

Enroll
Starts May 13
I would like to receive email from IMFx and learn
about other offerings related to Monetary Policy
Analysis and Forecasting.
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Length:

6 Weeks

Effort:

8–10 hours per week

Price:

FREE
Add a Veri ed Certi cate for €23

Institution

IMFx

Subject:

Economics & Finance

Level:

Advanced

Language:

English

Video Transcript:

English

Share this course

About this course
This online course, presented by the IMF's Institute for Capacity Development, introduces participants to quarterly projection
macroeconomic models developed as a core of FPAS (Forecasting and Policy Analysis Systems) and how to implement the key
canonical quarterly projection model (QPM) equations in a macroeconomic modeling software. This course uses detailed country

data highlighting an in ation targeting central bank, for hands-on ltration and calibration exercises.
The course covers two main technical aspects:
introduction to a canonical New Keynesian model structure and its key properties; and
implementation of the QPM in Matlab/Octave and the application of IRIS toolbox for solving and maintaining the QPM.

Monetary Policy Analysis and Forecasting is offered by the IMF with nancial support from the Government of Japan.

Collapse about this course

What you'll learn
Upon completion of this course, participants should be able to:
Explain the key building blocks of a canonical semi-structural QPM.
Interpret the key model equations from a macroeconomic point of view.
Implement a simple QPM using a specialized software for macroeconomic modelling.
Distinguish the key elements of a QPM in a state-space form (i.e. shocks, observable and unobservable variables,
measurement and transition equations, steady-state parameters, equation coe cients).
Identify necessary codes for data transformation, ltration and evaluation of the QPM properties.
Apply the basic IRIS Toolbox functions for solving the model.
Create output reports using model codes.
Develop a basic calibration of the QPM.

Collapse what you'll learn

Meet your instructors

The International Monetary Fund
Mikhail Pranovich

Economist
The International Monetary Fund

Pursue a Verified Certificate to highlight the knowledge and skills
you gain
$25.00
O cial and Veri ed
Receive an instructor-signed certi cate with the institution's logo to verify your
achievement and increase your job prospects

Easily Shareable
Add the certi cate to your CV or resume, or post it directly on LinkedIn

Proven Motivator
Give yourself an additional incentive to complete the course

Support our Mission
EdX, a non-pro t, relies on veri ed certi cates to help fund free education for everyone globally

Interested in this course for your Business or Team?
Train your employees in the most in-demand topics, with edX for Business.
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